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Abstract 

Impact welding, usually applied as explosion welding or electromagnetic pulse welding, is 
a highly transient joining process. Strain rates in orders of magnitude far above 104 1/s and 
resultant thermal effects occur and influence the formation of the joint significantly. 
Experimental and microscopic investigations as well as analytical estimations are carried 
out and presented in this paper in order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the 
effective mechanisms and their relevance. In addition to electromagnetic pulse welding, a 
specially built test rig is used to identify the process window and its change due to modified 
parameters. The test rig allows to change both impact parameters, angle  and velocity , 
independently. 
It will be shown that the actual formation of the joint and its characteristics are greatly 
affected by the surrounding gaseous media. Strength and size of the joint can be influenced 
as well as the location of the process window. Theories will be developed to explain these 
results and to make them usable for the practical application. Furthermore, experimental 
results indicate that the compression of the ambient atmosphere in the closing gap between 
the two specimens evokes highly elevated temperature, which is in good accordance with 
earlier findings. 
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1 Introduction 

The discovery of impact welding is traced back to the First World War, when it was found 
accidentally that shrapnel sometimes stuck to armour (Crossland, 1982). The first industrial 
application to be developed in the following years was explosion welding (Carl, 1944). The 
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blast wave of an explosive accelerates a metal sheet (the so-called flyer) up to several 
hundred meters per second towards a second metal sheet (the so-called target). The 
metallurgical joint is formed during the impact and does not require melting (Crossland, 
1982). This is why impact welding even allows joints between dissimilar metals (Crossland, 
1982). 

Later, electromagnetic pulse welding has been developed. The force from the blast 
wave is replaced by electromagnetic forces which are evoked by a strong, pulsed current in 
a tool coil. The process principles are identical to explosion welding. However, the 
capacitors of a typical pulse generator deliver a much lower amount of energy than the 
explosives. This leads to potentially smaller weld areas and smaller material thicknesses for 
the flyer in electromagnetic pulse welding. This drawback is compensated by the fact that 
electromagnetic pulse welding is safe and suitable for mass production with cycle times in 
the range of only few seconds. (Schäfer et al., 2011) 

Both processes have in common that the parts to be joined can have almost any shape. 
Formed sheets as well as tubular structures are possible. Both processes also share the same 
impact principle. The geometry as well as the force distribution have to be designed in a way 
that there is a specific angle between the parts during the impact. This leads to a collision 
line (or collision point in a cross section) travelling across the surface. The normal impact 
velocity is, as already mentioned, in the range of some hundred meters per second. The angle 
is usually in the range between 5° and 35°. The velocity of the collision point is in the range 
of several thousand metres per second and thus always supersonic. The process window for 
each material combination which has been developed for explosion welding is usually given 
dependent on the angle and the velocity of the collision point. (Crossland, 1982) 

In order to establish a sound weld, a characteristic phenomenon is important: The so-
called jetting process (Crossland, 1982). Due to the hydrodynamic flow of material at strain 
rates far above 104 1/s (Crossland, 1982) directly at the impact area, superficial layers of 
both parts are ejected from the closing gap. In earlier scientific investigations the presence 
of this jet has been proven by high speed imaging, numerical analyses (Wang et al., 2012) 
and catching the ejected material (Bergmann et al., 1966). A range of experiments has been 
conducted: The impact has been generated for example by the use of a gun (Turgutlu et al. 
1995) or electromagnetic pulse technology (Kakizaki et al. 2011). 

The aim of the studies presented in this paper is to provide additional knowledge on 
the process mechanisms. Currently, the design of impact welding joints is often done 
empirically and thus is very time consuming. Additionally, a targeted process optimisation 
and the prediction of the actual weld strength are almost impossible. 

2 Experimental Setups 

For the conducted experiments within this paper, two techniques are utilized: 
electromagnetic pulse welding and a specially designed test rig. 
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2.1 Electromagnetic Pulse Welding 

A pulse generator and a tool coil are the core components of a system for electromagnetic 
pulse welding. The pulse generator mainly consists of large capacitors which are charged 
with voltages of several kilovolts. Special switches connect the capacitors to the tool coil 
and form an oscillating circuit. The damped current reaches several hundred kiloamperes at 
frequencies mainly in the range between 10 kHz and 50 kHz. The experiments presented in 
this paper are carried out with a sheet welding coil. The effective part of the coil with a cross 
section of 5 mm x 5 mm and the position of the sheets to be welded are shown in Fig. 1. The 
distance between the coil and the flyer sheet 0.5 mm, which is determined by an insulation 
sheet. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Sketch of the electromagnetic pulse welding setup 

A photo of a welded specimen is depicted in Fig. 2. Only the material close to the coil 
is moved due to the spacers and the inertia. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Welded specimen 

2.2 Test Rig 

For basic research, electromagnetic pulse welding exhibits the disadvantage of being 
transient. This means that the angle at the collision point and its velocity constantly change 
during the impact (Groche et al., 2014). To overcome this limitation, a special test rig has 
been developed which is shown in Fig. 3. It is capable of colliding specimens at constant 
and well defined angles and velocities. Each of the two specimens is attached to one 
aluminium rotor with a diameter of 500 mm. The impact takes place when the acceleration 
up to 5000 rpm is finished after about 1.5 s. This equals 131 m/s for each specimen and a 
relative velocity of 262 m/s. 

 

effective part of the coil 

target sheet 

flyer sheet 

initial gap 

10 mm
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Figure 3: Test rig (without housing): Two motors drive one rotor each with one specimen 
attached at one end 

The impact velocity is directly adjusted by the number of revolutions per minute and 
the angle is determined by bending one specimen accordingly. After the collision the welded 
parts of the specimens are torn off at a breaking point, whereas the rest stays attached to the 
rotors. Fig. 4 shows the adjusted angle between the specimens (a) and a welded specimen 
(b) with the end remaining attached to the rotors after the collision.

Figure 4: Adjustment of the impact angle by bending one specimen (a) and welded sample 
(b) 

The collision point velocity can be directly calculated from the geometrical 
relationship between impact velocity and impact angle. Furthermore, these parameters 
remain constant during the impact. The comparability between electromagnetic pulse 
welding and the developed test rig has been shown in earlier works by experimental 
investigations (Groche et al. 2014) and numerical studies (Groche and Pabst, 2015). 

3 The Influence of the Surrounding Medium During Welding 

Investigations in earlier publications have shown that the surrounding gaseous medium has 
an effect on the process. In (Groche and Pabst, 2014), an effect could be observed when 
replacing the ambient air by argon. Bergmann et al. (1966) investigated explosion welding 
of two aluminium sheets in an atmospheric atmosphere and in a vacuum chamber. The alloy 
remains unspecified. With the help of high speed imaging they found that the velocity of the 
jet in vacuum is about twice as high as under atmospheric pressure. However, they did not 
observe any effect on the morphology of the weld in micrographs. 

10 mm 

a) 

b)
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3.1 Experimental Setup 

In order to investigate the effect of low air pressure, a similar experiment is carried out for 
electromagnetic pulse welding. The two sheets to be welded are made of commercially pure 
aluminium (99.5%, EN AW-1050A) in half hard condition (Hx4). The size is 
40 mm x 40 mm x 2 mm and the initial distance was adjusted to 2 mm. The working 
frequency of the system is 19.6 kHz, the charging energy is varied to achieve different peak 
discharge currents and thus different impact velocities and energies. The peak current is 
varied between 250 kA, 260 kA, 288 kA and 313 kA. The two aluminium sheets on the coil 
are covered by an acrylic glass case which allows the process observation. The vacuum is 
created prior to the discharge and the pressure is approximately 100 mbar. 

3.2 Process Observation 

During the impact, a significant difference could be observed immediately between vacuum 
and atmospheric pressure: The typical flash during the impact between the two sheets 
became significantly darker in vacuum, which can be seen in the direct comparison in Fig. 
5. The tool coil is located at the bottom under an electrical insulation sheet and the two sheet
specimens are held down by a fixture from the top. The photos are taken by a conventional
camera with a long exposure time to capture the complete process without the need of a
trigger signal.

Figure 5: The process light at ambient pressure (left) and in vacuum (right). 

This observation is in accordance with former findings and supports an earlier theory 
on the formation of the light. The authors proposed that the light is caused by the supersonic 
compression of the surrounding medium, the ambient atmosphere in this case. The 
compression occurs very fast and is capable of evoking plasma (Koschlig et al., 2008). 
During the experiments with 250 kA, no light at all could be seen in vacuum, whereas it was 
still visible at normal pressure. It should be noted that no weld was possible with this current. 

3.3 Macroscopical and Microscopical Investigation 

Peel tests after the welding experiments with low currents (250 kA and 260 kA) showed that 
the size of the potentially joined area, which can be identified as white surfaces in Fig. 6, 
can be increased drastically in vacuum. This area exhibits the characteristic O-shape for 

fixture
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electromagnetic pulse welding and this setup of the sheets and the coil (Schäfer et al., 2011). 
At higher currents these areas are welded and thus it was no more possible to damage the 
weld and estimate its size in the peel test, because the failure occurred in the parent material. 
 

   
Figure 6: Result of the peel test for welded samples at ambient pressure (left) and in vacuum 
(right) at 260 kA. 

A weld is possible starting at a peak current of 288 kA. Two samples at ambient 
pressure and in vacuum were used for further, microscopic investigations. The macroscopic 
overview on the polished cross sections in Fig. 7 gives a first idea of the size of the actual 
metallurgical joint. 
 

 

 
Figure 7: Cross section of the samples welded with a peak current of 288 kA at ambient 
pressure (top) and in vacuum (bottom). 

The total width of the weld is about 1.6 mm at ambient pressure, whereas it reaches 
about 5.7 mm in vacuum. The distribution of welded and unwelded areas is typical for this 
setup in electromagnetic pulse welding (Watanabe and Kumai, 2009). In the central area 
where the first contact occurs, no joint is possible because the impact angle is too small. The 
collision point then travels symmetrically to the left and the right. Its speed and the angle 
reach the process window shortly afterwards and a metallurgical joint is formed. Due to the 
limited size of the effective area of the tool coil and limited process energy in 
electromagnetic pulse welding compared to explosion welding, the kinetic energy is 

10 mm 10 mm

0,2mm
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transformed steadily into forming energy. The decrease in velocity first stops the bond 
formation and finally stops the movement. Thus the weld area never spreads across the whole 
area where both sheets are in contact. 

It could be suspected that the difference in the weld lengths is caused by the missing 
air that has to be pushed out of the continuously closing gap between the two sheets during 
the process. In this setup, the volume of ejected gas and moved aluminium at the same time 
is roughly the same. Taking into account that air at normal pressure is by the factor 2250 
lighter than aluminium, it can be safely concluded that this effect may be present, but is not 
relevant. The comparison in Fig. 8 of the final contours of the two specimens supports this 
consideration, as there is no clearly visible difference between them. 

Figure 8: Comparison between the vacuum sample and the ambient pressure sample (white 
contour) 

The micrographs, especially at the unwelded areas, show one main difference between 
the two samples. The gap in the unwelded areas is in the range of 17 µm up to 50 µm for the 
atmospheric pressure sample, whereas the vacuum sample exhibits gaps in the range of only 
9 µm and below, Fig. 9. A closer look at the gaps in the atmospheric pressure sample shows 
numerous aluminium particles in various sizes from 3000 µm² down to only a few square 
micrometres. One of these particles is marked in Fig. 9. These cannot be observed in the 
vacuum sample. 

Figure 9: The unwelded gap between the two sheets on the very right side of the cross section 
for the weld at ambient pressure (left) and in vacuum (right) 
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3.4 Interpretation 

It can be concluded that the so-called jet and the process light are two independent 
phenomena during impact welding. The experiments have shown that it is possible to reduce 
or even suppress the light but still obtain a weld. As a weld always requires the existence of 
the jet, it has still to be present. Immediately after the impact, it can be actually seen with 
the bare eye as a small amount of dust that is expelled from the joint area. Furthermore, the 
weld quality can be even increased drastically, at least at the lower end of the process 
window. The reason might be the missing or at least decreased air resistance for the jet, 
which allows the particles to escape much easier from the closing gap between the sheets. 
This theory is supported by the presence of aluminium particles between the sheets after the 
process at ambient pressure. They cannot be found in the specimens which have been welded 
in vacuum. The findings of Bergmann et al. (1966) about the increased velocity of the jet in 
vacuum also support this theory. Additionally, their investigations suggest that this effect 
does not influence the weld quality any more at higher impact energies. A possible 
explanation is that the jet too has a higher kinetic energy and thus can escape from the gap 
completely despite the air resistance. 

4 Estimation of the Temperature in the Weld Area 

Impact welded joints, especially at higher energies, often show areas of presumably molten 
material between dissimilar metals (Göbel et al., 2010) and also similar metals (Stern et al., 
2014). One reason is the high strain rate in the impact area. In earlier publications the authors 
of this paper suggested that the supersonic compression of the surrounding gas is fast enough 
to also cause extremely high temperatures far above 1000 K and thus create plasma (Groche 
and Pabst, 2014). This was supported by former analytical investigations on the temperature 
rise due to the compression of different gases by Koschlig et al. (2008). The experimental 
verification of this theory is possible but challenging due to the small dimensions and the 
short duration of the impact process in the range of microseconds. In order to gain first 
information on the temperatures during the impact ozone measurement is applied. Ozone is 
sensitive to an increase in temperature. According to Clement (1904), more ozone is 
generated at higher temperatures, but the decay increases more rapidly. If a significant 
increase in temperature occurs, this should be detectable by a decrease of the ozone 
concentration. The experiments are carried out at the developed test rig due to its good 
accessibility. Furthermore, unwanted effects due to sparkovers between the two sheets in 
electromagnetic pulse welding are avoided. 

4.1 Measurement Technique 

The air is directly taken from the location where the two specimens collide via a short hose, 
Fig. 10. The ozone measurement device is specially developed for fast data acquisition rates 
of up to 50 Hz whereas conventional instruments are usually limited to about 2 Hz. However, 
the device is not capable of providing absolute values of the ozone concentration. In this 
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application this is not a significant drawback, because only the change in the concentration 
is relevant. The functional principle can be summarized as follows: The air is driven by an 
integrated fan via the short hose into the device. There it passes a sensor disc which emits 
photons proportional to the ozone concentration (chemiluminescence). The photons reach a 
photomultiplier and the output voltage is measured. The functional principle and the 
measurement theory are explained in detail in (Zahn et al., 2012). 

Figure 10: 3D drawing of the rotors (without motors) and the location of the hose opening 
for the ozone measurement 

4.2 Experimental Results 

The experiments were carried out in summer, which led to a well sufficient amount of natural 
ambient ozone. Fig. 11 shows the raw measurement data from a typical experiment at the 
test rig. The data acquisition frequency was 25 Hz. The temporal axis starts earlier to achieve 
a stationary state of the measurement. 

Figure 11: Counts over time for a collision experiment at the test rig. The stages of the 
movement are marked as follows: acceleration (a), constant speed (b), moment of impact 
(C), deceleration (d). 

When the rotors start after about 11.8 s, the ozone concentration seems to increase 
shortly afterwards from about 20000 to about 25000 counts for about 0.6 s. This is exactly 
the time for the acceleration of the rotors, i.e. it takes from the start until the collision takes 
place. The ozone concentration is delayed by about 0.2 s due to the length of the hose that 
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the air has to travel. When the collision between the specimens takes place after about 12.8 s 
the ozone concentration drops rapidly to less than 10000 counts. After this drop, the 
concentration immediately reaches about 18500 counts and thus almost the initial value of 
20000 counts. So far, an explanation has not been found for this deviation of about 1500 
counts. 

4.3 Interpretation 

The rise of the concentration within the first second is caused by an aerodynamic effect: The 
specimens pass the orifice of the suction hose very closely and thus influence the airflow 
due to air vortices in their vicinity caused by the fast movement of up to 131 m/s. The 
significant drop of the ozone concentration during the collision indicates that the temperature 
reaches considerable values. The increased heat leads to excessive ozone decay. Even though 
absolute values of the ozone concentration cannot be given it appears legitimate to assume 
temperatures well above 1000 K, which has been proposed by Koschlig et al. (2008). After 
the impact, the welded parts of the specimens are torn off the rotors. Thus there is no elevated 
number of counts due to aerodynamic effects at the end, because no sheet specimen passes 
the orifice of the hose. The rotors are still turning for another 0.5 s until they stop completely. 
If the test rig’s rotors turn with attached specimens, but without any impact, a rise during the 
acceleration and deceleration can be observed but no drop. The drop can also be found in 
the data from electromagnetic pulse welding experiments, but here the plateau is not present 
during the first second before the impact, as was to be expected. Fig. 12 shows the typical 
raw measurement data during the weld of two aluminium sheets. The machine setup and the 
specimens are identical to the vacuum experiments described in chapter 3. The air for 
measuring the ozone concentration is taken directly next to the impact area of the specimens. 
Note that the initial ozone concentration is lower and thus the noise seems increased. Also 
note that the scale of the time axis is different, because the concentration drop lasts longer. 
This is very likely to be caused by the larger size of the impact area and the higher energy 
provided by the electromagnetic welding setup compared to the test rig. 

Figure 12: Counts over time for electromagnetic pulse welding of two aluminium sheets 
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5 Summary and Conclusions 

The evaluation of the experimental results shows that the ambient atmosphere has a great 
impact on the quality of the weld, at least at the lower end of the process window. One 
possible reason is the air resistance that is experienced by the so-called jet. This theory is 
supported by the micrographs which show particles in the joint area under normal pressure, 
but no particles can be observed in the vacuum specimens. In literature, it is generally agreed 
that jetting is crucial for the formation of the bond. The results also show that the process 
light is independent from the formation of a jet. The advantage of welding in vacuum 
decreases with increasing impact energies. However, higher energies are known to lead to 
an increased formation of intermetallic phases that can reduce the strength of the weld. Thus 
it can be helpful in some applications to evacuate the space between the workpieces. A 
significant rise in temperature could be proved by ozone measurements. The excessive decay 
of ozone during the impact can be explained with a highly elevated temperature in the area 
between the colliding specimens. However, a possible thermal influence of the plasma on 
the workpieces’ surface cannot be quantified by this method. 

6 Outlook on Future Works 

To gain more information on the influence of the surrounding gas more experiments will be 
conducted with different gases and pressures. It will be also investigated if welds of other 
material combinations can be improved likewise. Equal attention will be paid on the jetting 
phenomenon, which is expected to have a great influence on the formation of the joint. High 
speed imaging will be used to investigate the evolution of the jet. Furthermore, a possible 
influence of an elevated temperature during the impact due to the incurrence of plasma will 
be investigated. The gas parameters, i.e. pressure and type, will be chosen carefully in order 
to distinguish the effects on jet formation and temperature evolution. 
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